
 
March   31,   2020  

 
The   Honorable   Dan   Bishop  
132   Cannon   House   Office   Building  
Washington   D.C.   20515  
 
Dear   Representative   Bishop:  
 
On   behalf   of   National   Taxpayers   Union   (NTU),   the   nation’s   oldest   taxpayer   advocacy   organization,   I   write   to  
thank   you   for   introducing   H.R.   6336,   the   Increasing   Hospital   Capacity   to   Fight   the   Coronavirus   Act   of   2020.   It  1

is   absolutely   critical   that   our   nation’s   hospitals   have   the   ability   to   rapidly   expand   their   capacity   during   this  
unprecedented   public   health   emergency,   and   your   legislation   would   help   by   relaxing   certificate   of   need   (CON)  
restrictions   that   inhibit   this   growth.  
 
According   to   recent   modeling   from   the   Harvard   Global   Health   Institute,   even   in   a   “moderate   scenario”   of   98.9  
million   Americans   contracting   coronavirus   over   the   next   year,   the   U.S.   “would   have   to   more   than   double  
available   hospital   beds   by   freeing   up   existing   beds   or   adding   new   ones.”   That   would   be   a   significant   challenge  2

for   our   nation,   its   health   care   providers,   and   its   most   vulnerable   populations.  
 
One   of   the   strongest   inhibitors   to   the   rapid   expansion   of   hospital   beds   is   CON   laws   in   35   states   and   Washington,  
D.C.   As   Lindsay   Killen   of   the   Mackinac   Center   and   Naomi   Lopez   of   the   Goldwater   Institute   recently   put   it,  3

“[r]ather   than   allowing   a   hospital   to   be   built,   adding   beds   to   an   existing   hospital,   or   offering   some   types   of   new  
technologies,   many   states   require   that   these   additions   be   approved   by   a   board   of   existing   competitors   with   every  
incentive   to   restrict   new   competition   from   opening   or   expanding.”   To   make   matters   worse,   14   states   include  4

“moratoria”   in   their   CON   programs,   which   prohibit    existing    facilities   from   adding   hospital   beds,   nursing   home  
beds,   long-term   care   beds,   and   more.  5
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The   Increasing   Hospital   Capacity   to   Fight   the   Coronavirus   Act   of   2020   would   help   fight   these   harmful   laws.  
Your   bill   would   ensure   that   states   and   facilities   can   expand   hospital   bed   capacity   without   fear   of   payment  
reductions   under   the   Medicare   and   Medicaid   programs.   It   would   also   express   the   sense   of   Congress   that   CON  
laws   should   be   waived   during   the   COVID-19   emergency,   sending   a   strong   message   to   the   35   states   that   have  
these   policies   on   the   books.  
 
Thank   you   for   introducing   this   important   piece   of   legislation,   and   we   appreciate   your   colleagues,  
Representatives   Banks,   Budd,   and   Murphy,   for   co-sponsoring   the   bill.   We   stand   ready   to   assist   you   in   helping   it  
reach   the   President’s   desk.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
Andrew   Lautz  
Policy   and   Government   Affairs   Manager  
 
CC: The   Honorable   Jim   Banks  

The   Honorable   Ted   Budd  
The   Honorable   Greg   Murphy  
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